We’ve offered the Raleigh community spacesaving solutions for the past 10 years. We recommend Northwind Traders to anyone who will listen
to us. They helped us reclaim over 700 square
feet of our hou

Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/leto.bank.3
Web: www.letosurrogacyindia.com
Mobile no: 8588033453
E mail: letoartbank@gmail.com
1650, first floor, sector 10-A, near hero Honda
chowk, Gurgaon- 122001.
(A Unit of Pashupati Lifecare Pvt Ltd)

Corporate office: 186-G, Arjun Nagar, New Delhi-29

“ Thank you for everything you have

done. You have been extraordinary and
we couldn’t have done this without
you. You by far have given us the best
gift anyone could ask for!
Thank you again!
Love.”
Parents of Twins, Gurgaon

LETO SURROGACY
&
A.R.T BANK
(A unit of pashupati lifecare Pvt Ltd)

1650, sector 10-A, Gurgaon, Delhi-NCR
Surrogacy I Donor egg I Donor embryo I Donor sperm

Why to choose LETO :
Fresh egg Donors : We try our best for fresh cycles.
And give you most information about previous egg donation if any.
Versatile range of egg/ semen donors to choose
from : Doctors/ engineers/ models/ actors/ chartered accountants etc
Ethical : LETO follows all the Indian ART laws very
strictly to ensure a smooth sail through the pregnancy.

LETO ART BANK focusses on How to make
your dreams come true
In October 2008 the Supreme Court of India stated that “ Commercial surrogacy is legal and an
industry in India.”
In 2013 we declared to make surrogacy an ethical and completely transparent process
OUR MOTTO: it takes three to make a baby intended parents , surrogate/donor and us

First ART bank in Delhi- NCR with :
 Fully Corporate- Owned by Pashupati



lifecare pvt ltd.
Run by team of proffessionals- Doctor,
chartered accountant and lawyer.
Registered by ICMR (Indian council of
medical research).

ONCE YOU CHOSSE LETO ITS OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE THINGS MOVE WITHOUT BOTHERING
YOU IN YOUR PROFESSIONAL LIVES

Win –Win situation : The parents use services
of a surrogate to enjoy being parents ,the surrogate uses it to procure a bright future for her children . Altruistic methods for gestational surrogacy
are not popular and economical reasons give intended surrogate mother to consider this as an
option to change her and her families future .

Legal Work: LETO signs all the agreements
through a lawyer who is well versed with all the surrogacy laws of India and abroad. The agreements are
signed by the surrogate and the intended parents in the
language which both best understand.
Human Touch: We do not see intended parents as
patients and we try to empathize in your moment of
need.

Surrogate accommodation : State of the art infrastructure where they stay with their kids so that the kids
don’t miss there mothers and vice versa .The home ensures clean drinking water , food for her and her family. It
is visited by a doctor and a nurse routinely to look up to
there medical needs.





Surrogates have to stay for the total duration of
pregnancy
Intended parents/ IVF specialists can make undisclosed visits any time to meet their surrogates.
Alternatively they can also call them through
fixed line/ skype video chat to ensure their presence.

Surrogate caretaker: There is a caretaker round the
clock who sees to it that the surrogate is taking her medications and food on time and caters to the day to day
need of the surrogate.
LETO Financial Aspects

Surrogate Mothers: Your own personalized selection: You get to select the surrogate by reading through
there profiles, seeing their pictures, knowing there habits and then making a choice

Transparency: The system is very transparent and
standard. You receive receipts for all the payments
made.

In house gynecologist/ doctor: Daily health checkup
and monitoring, ensure medicine compliance and to
deal with any emergency.

Propotionate Instalment payments: You make payments in multiple instalments when your surrogate is
pregnant and in case your pregnancy is terminated or
miscarried you have to pay only till that week.

In house clinical psychologist : Their psychology is
assessed and are thoroughly counselled so that they
cooperate and take the pregnancy to the last stage of
delivery . They are counselled psychologically, legally ,financially and nutritionally before they are inducted
into the program.
Surrogate transportation: They are provided with a
transportation and a chaperone whenever there is a
need to take them for medical help or on there demand
In house social worker : work as a connecting link
between surrogate, intended parents, doctor and surrogacy Centre.

Guaranteed payments: Surrogate mothers are paid in
instalments with the largest amount being paid at delivery
so that it safeguards the parents interests.

